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**XY** contains two sections and the beginning of each section is largely introspective. Although the piece is for violin and piano, I considered them as one part in general: the identical material played on two instruments by turns. The title of this piece is inspired by the idea of a coordinate system. In a coordinate system, the coordinates of a point are the signed distance to the two perpendicular lines: x and y. The x and y coordinates are two different dimensions, but indispensable to create coordinates for any point. In this duo, the two instruments are different and individual in nature, but they imitate each other and integrate together to make a musical idea clear and distinctive. I recently became very fond of making use of the simple material in my compositions.

**Sonata for Violin and Piano** uses the three-movement sonata form of Classical-era Vienna. In the first movement there is a first theme, a transition, and a second theme followed by development and recapitulation. The second movement veers off a bit from the Classical form in as much as it is a set of variations without a theme. The third movement is a five-part rondo in seven-eight meter. The basic impulse behind this piece was to use complex and nontonal material in short forms that looked back to the short Viennese sonata. However, I, as many musicians within academia tend to do, sought to use these forms as means toward musicality. On a personal musical level I feel a bit as though there is something backward looking in this “Sonata.” When I was a younger composer I would have given my arm to have written this piece. I like the piece a great deal but feel as though it is expressing past states of being. I hope you enjoy its sour ambiguity.

**Prelude No. 1,** “Presbite,” and **Prelude No. 4,** “Sleeve”: Prelude No. 1 was written in just four hours while I was in Rome in 2006. I had just received news that my Italian grandmother had passed away, and due to other circumstances I was not able to return home for her funeral. Prelude No. 4—or at least the present version of it—was begun in 2006 and updated in 2011. It is an homage to my influences, and its sections are labeled “Chopin,” “Liszt,” and “Bach.”

The first movement of **Strange Alchemy** is predominantly lyrical and features more sustained textures. Melody and harmony are treated very freely with regard to register: melodies include pitches that are registrally far apart (as in the opening violin solo), and harmonies include notes that are very close together and have a stark, dissonant sound (as we hear in the second piano entrance). The second movement is mercurial in character. Formally, it is a string of many short contrasting episodes. As a balance to these contrasts, there is an audible melodic thread that runs across the episodes and through the entire movement. This melodic thread and the surrounding musical fabric were constructed using recurring and carefully controlled musical patterns; these patterns create a link between episodes, even between episodes with very different characters. It is my hope that the linking effect of these patterns is largely subconscious; I would like them to be “felt” more than “heard.”

The raw pitch materials, or synthetic keys, for both movements, were generated precompositionally using successive mappings of subsets of one “12-tone row” (more accurately, an ordering of the chromatic aggregate) onto another, complete “row.” This yields a rich palette of materials that can be thought of in conventional terms (as keys, scales, and chords) and operated on in conventional ways (sequenced, inverted, retrograded, modulated or transposed, etc.). Yet because the creation and manipulation of materials occur through the mapping of one pitch structure onto another, rather than by direct manipulation of interval content (what we might call a second-order as opposed to first-order operation), the relationships between materials can be heard, deliberately controlled, and systematically organized. Yet the source of these relationships is mysterious: it cannot be divined by listening to the materials themselves, or to the piece. This is the alchemy to which the title refers. And while these alchemically second-order relationships provide the organizational basis for the piece, they do not replace, but rather coexist, often in strange ways, with the familiar first-order relationships, such as register and pitch-interval, that can be immediately perceived and understood.

When I first began precompositional work on this piece, I did the generative subset mapping “by hand,” and this was very time-consuming. Many thanks to Michael Coulombe for writing the computer program that I used to finish the generative mapping. It saved me a lot of time and allowed me to experiment with generative orderings to find particularly satisfying combinations.

**Flux** is a simple piece for violin and piano with a generic three-part form that is fundamentally based on a simple melodic line. In parts of the piece the melodic line can be clearly heard at the surface level of the composition. It is also hidden and not so easily perceivable at the background level of all three sections of the piece. In the first section, segments of the line are spread across the ensemble to create a tightly controlled counterpoint that forms the basis for the narrative discourse of the section. The contrasting second section is more linear and static because of the slow harmonic rhythm, and the long and sustained double stops in the violin over the pointillist piano part. In the third section I was able to combine certain elements of the two previous sections both to create something new and highlight elements that have structural significance in the piece.
Madrugar has a variety of meanings: to wake up very early, to precede or anticipate something, to flow or occur repeatedly in succession, and, finally, to stall or prevent somebody from going somewhere or doing something. It can also be used ironically to mean coming home very late (early?) from a night of partying. All of these meanings informed the way I conceptualized and composed this piece. The opening theme in the solo piano is essentially a madrugada ("dawn")—the rhythmic process and bitonality create an aural ambiguity, making it difficult to tell whether a particular harmony precedes or proceeds another, thus blurring the dichotomies between question/answer, beginning/end, early morning/late evening. The opening rhythmic theme also permeates the piece in different manifestations and helps maintain some cohesion between the disparate musical elements. This piece, however, is not programmatic and does not attempt to reference any extramusical objects or events. This is simply a very personal way of thinking about this music that informed my compositional process.
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